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On the survey administered to subjects, there were three questions about immigration policy. These
are correctly listed on page 3701 as:
i)
ii)
iii)

“Do you think the number of immigrants from Mexico who are permitted to come to the
United State to live should be increased, left the same, or decreased?”
“Would you favor allowing persons that have immigrated to the United States illegally to
remain in the country if they are employed and have no criminal history?”
“Some people favor a state law declaring English as the Official Language. Some other
people oppose such a law. Would you favor such a law?”

In Table 1 on page 3701 and Figure 2 on page 3702, question ii is mistakenly recorded as “Children of
undocumented be allowed to stay?” The actual question asked of subjects is correctly listed as the
question in the text on page 3701.
I wrote to PNAS on December 6, 2018 to inform them about this error. They wrote back on December 7
with:
Thank you for letting us know about this. For errors of scientific content, PNAS publishes
Corrections only if the error would substantially impact the results or conclusions, or if an
informed would be hindered from understanding the text or reproducing the results. While the
error is unfortunate and a Correction would address the matter, the fact that the correct
question is included in the text, just not in Table 1 or Fig. 2, means a reader should be able to
infer the correct meaning, and would not be significantly misled by the error. As such, the error
does not require publication of a Correction. Should any readers contact us about the error, we
will direct them to contact you via the email address on the first page.

